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Executive Summary: How regulatory change factors into business
transformation
Businesses change has accelerated in recent years, especially as digital
transformation demands put more pressure on the world’s largest organizations.
Traditional methods for adapting processes and systems cannot keep pace, and
cannot scale. As a result, compliance risk and operating costs are increasing
dramatically.
The first part of this white paper series, Adapting to Transformative Change, covered
the high-level picture of transformative change—the way enterprises adjust to
external forces that impact their position in an industry. For start-ups and small
businesses, agility almost comes naturally and refocusing doesn’t come with nearly
as many complexities as it does in the enterprise world—namely in regulatory and
operational change.
This second white paper in the series focuses on the regulatory aspect of big-picture
transformative change. Especially in heavily-regulated industries, such as financial
services, pharmaceuticals and energy/utilities, ongoing compliance change is an
unavoidable reality. Adopting new approaches, including decision management,
to achieve regulatory compliance, can ensure timely, cost effective, and accurate
changes which can be easily scaled based on demands.

Eliminating Roadblocks to Regulatory Change with Decision
Management
The first white paper in the series offered decision management insight from David
Norfolk, practice leader of development and governance at Bloor Research:
"Decision Management is a model-driven generator of practical, automated, business
decision management systems embedded in model-driven, automated, process
management systems."
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The difference between decision management and traditional approaches
to regulatory change is this foundation model-driven decisioning based on a
workflow model that is tied to a data model and can be fully tested and validated
in the modeling environment. This means large enterprises can automatically
check for completeness and consistency of regulatory implementation across the
entire organization’s business rules and logic before deployed to IT to ensure an
implementation is effective.
The following challenges with traditional regulatory change processes increase the
likelihood of improper implementation, which can ultimately lead to penalties for
non-compliance:

Misinterpretation of new regulations: By nature, regulations are ambiguous
because they must be applied to a wide array of organizations. This leaves
enterprises to interpret the ambiguity in a way that is both compliant and optimal
for internal operations. Choosing the correct interpretation can be difficult with
traditional, manual processes, which leads to the next challenge—validation.

Waiting too long to validate interpretations: Traditional processes lead

enterprises to build a compliant solution based on their interpretation in order
to validate its success. However, it can take months to build a solution around
a new regulation—and if the interpretation turns out to be non-compliant or
inefficient after the build, companies have to start over. Spending 12 months on
an interpretation that doesn’t work only brings companies closer to compliance
deadlines and closer to financial penalties for failing to implement a regulation.

Confusion surrounding data collection and preparation: Simply choosing

an optimal interpretation is only part of the compliance battle. From there,
companies must navigate the vast amount of data lakes to choose which information
to feed into the interpretation. Even the best interpretation of a regulation can fail
compliance testing if the wrong data is fed into it for reporting. Proving compliance
means generating reports and explaining to a governing body exactly how the
results were produced—in a way that is easy to understand. Getting to this point
could take six to nine months, which won’t work under the demands of today’s
external pressures.
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Maintaining regulatory rules embedded in IT systems is difficult and
costly: Without a structured and governed logic repository, identifying application
rules that must be updated consistently and completely is time-consuming and
costly as adequate tracing and automated impact assessment is lacking.

It’s easy to isolate these challenges and discuss the fact that enterprises are
struggling to implement individual regulations quickly and efficiently. However,
there’s another aspect of regulatory change that can’t be forgotten—the fact
that none of these new regulations exist in a vacuum. Instead, regulations are
implemented into operating systems and blended with existing workflow and
approval decisions.
Trying to overcome the above challenges with regulatory change in addition
to blending new rules with existing operating systems is extremely complex.
For example, in the mortgage industry, companies can implement a regulation
interpretation into their transaction systems and see compliant results. However,
when they try to run the interpretation through a compliance tool, the results no
longer make sense.
Tracing the data and rules implementation in a transaction system versus a
compliance tool is just another layer to regulatory change challenges when
persisting with traditional processes.
The model-driven approach redefines the traditional approach to regulatory change
that requires companies to build a solution before validating its compliance. Instead,
decision management enables enterprises to guarantee their interpretations of new
regulations are both optimal for business outcomes and compliant prior to IT coding
and implementation.
There are a number of concrete benefits to using decision management to execute
regulatory change, including:
•

•

•

Turn the six-, nine-, or 12-month
interpretation/validation process
into a six- or eight-week process

•

Lower initial deployment time by
40% to 50%

•

Eliminate the high costs of building
around a regulation interpretation
that turns out to be wrong

Change management costs after
implementation are reduced by up
to 80%

•

Automated data collection from
validated repositories reduces risk in
coding solutions

Reduce risk dramatically by
validating an interpretation in
real time
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These numbers can vary depending on the specific organization and the regulation
that is being implemented, but the message is clear—adopting an automated,
model-driven decision management approach to replace traditional processes can
greatly simplify regulatory change.
At a time when speed and efficiency are everything, ensuring you can keep up
with the increasing rate of regulatory changes is a critical step to meeting digital
transformation demands. However, it’s not the only step.
It’s easy to theorize about the problems associated with regulatory change—they
aren’t new, just magnified. If enterprises consider some of the recent regulations
that have strained traditional approaches to regulatory change, it becomes clear that
a new method is necessary.

Three Regulations that Expose Problems with Traditional
Regulatory Change
For highly-regulated industries and the large enterprises that have traditionally
dominated them, digital transformation means that there’s a need to move faster or
risk giving way to an up-and-coming competitor. Unfortunately, complex regulations
and even more complex legacy backend systems make it difficult to move quickly
while remaining compliant.
Three regulations, in particular, have highlighted the fact that highly-regulated
industries need a new method for executing regulatory change—TILA-RESPA
Integrated Disclosure Rule (TRID), Basel III, and Know Your Customer.

1

Problems with Regulatory Change and the TILA-RESPA
Integrated Disclosure Rule

The TRID rule initiated a major change in the way mortgage companies disclosed
the terms of new loans to customers. In the past, mortgage companies would have
to present borrowers a number of separate disclosures throughout the transaction
process—a Special Information Booklet, Good Faith estimate, Mortgage Servicing
Disclosure Statement (all associated with HUD-1), Affiliated Business Arrangements
statement, Initial Escrow Statement and more.
In November 2013, the TRID rule went into effect to consolidate all of these
individual disclosures into two documents—the Loan Estimate and The Closing
Disclosure. While this simplified the transaction process for consumers, it caused
major problems for mortgage companies that had to overhaul long-standing
workflows.
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Adding data, producing new disclosures, ensuring disclosures are compliant with
new timeframes, ensuring borrowers acknowledge the disclosures, and amending
disclosures with any changes before closing, presented a massive, costly undertaking
for the industry.
The industry’s first attempts at regulatory change for the TRID rule were painful and
costly, leading to many difficulties and risks for substantial penalties.
The next wave of changes is already underway—traditional processes are leaving
mortgage lenders in a non-compliant gap with few means to get ahead of the
regulatory curve.
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Problems with Regulatory Change and Basel III

Without digging too deep into the complicated Basel III international banking
regulation, the main focus of the rule is to enforce a higher global liquidity standard.
What this means is that regulations will require banks to have more liquid assets
(those that can be readily converted to cash) available in case of a crisis like the
2008 recession.
Basel III regulation requires banks to prepare for the risk of critically higher demands
for liquidity to ensure banks reserve adequately to accommodate such a crisis..
From an internal business change perspective, adapting to the liquidity standard
means reevaluating the risk of every client in the portfolio. Understanding the
structure of each organization is necessary to allocate a certain risk number that
correlates with the liklihood and severity of a liquidity crisis.
In addition to the penalties that come along with non-compliance, the wrong
interpretation of Basel III has a dramatic effect on a bank’s ability to lend—
misinterpreting liquidity needs by even 5% can result in $50 million of lost business
for a bank with a $1 billion market cap.
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Problems with Regulatory Change and Know Your Customer

Know Your Customer (KYC) describes the process of businesses verifying the identity
of its clients and the bank regulation that governs these activities. In the past,
verification regulations were fairly lightweight, so it was easier for companies to
account for anti-money laundering standards with manual processes.
However, the updates to KYC have introduced strict regulations that require banks
to gather more data about their clients and evaluate them accordingly. The need to
collect more data has led to a number of cost-of-business challenges:
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The average costs
incurred can be
millions of dollars

The time to bring on
new clients increased
significantly year-overyear after KYC

Escalating operating
costs and compliance
risks are growing
concerns

According to a Thomas Reuters survey, the average cost to meet KYC regulations
is about $60 million—but can reach up to $500 million in some cases. Beyond the
direct costs of implementing KYC compliance (and potentially incurring penalties for
non-compliance), banks are losing business because of issues with KYC. The same
survey found that 89% of corporate customers were dissatisfied with their bank’s KYC
processes, 13% of which changed their financial institution relationship as a result.
The problems associated with regulatory change for these three examples—the TRID
rule, Basel III and KYC—are not limited to any particular regulation. The higher-level
landscape of regulatory pressures cannot be mitigated by traditional approaches
to change.
Taking a new, model-driven approach to regulatory change can help mitigate the
problems associated with any new compliance standard both now and in the future.
In the next installment of this white paper series, we’ll cover the next aspect of
achieving transformative change—operational change. Regulatory change often
sparks operational change, so if you aim to streamline regulation implementation,
it’s important to consider its impact on operations.
For more information, please contact us at: info@SapiensDECISION.com
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